


COUNTER

(ADJECTIVE): (विरोध): opposing

Synonyms: opposed, opposite

Antonyms: complementary

After years of argument and counter argument

there is no conclusive answer.

WORD OF THE DAY



WORD OF THE DAY IMAGE



ERROR DETECTION



1. The judge asked the man (1)/if the bag he had

lost (2)/contain five thousand rupees. (3)/The

man replied that it did. (4)/No error (5).

(3)In this case,

Event one contained five thousand rupees

Event two bag he had lost

Look at the following sentence:

John had gone out when I arrived in

 
Event two                Event one

 
Past Perfect                       Simple Past



2. Had he done (1)/his home work well (2)/he would not

have (3)/suffered this embarrassment. (4)/No error

(5) No error.



3. He was angry with me (1)/because he thought my

(2)/remark was (3)/aimed before him. (4)/No error

(4) We use aim at and not aim before. Aim at is

a phrase that should be used here.

Look at the following sentences:

(i) The government is aiming at a 50% reduction

in unemployment.

(ii)They're aiming at training everybody by the

end of the year.



4. As you know(1)/ by my visiting card(2)/I am

now(3)/in Mumbai(4)/No error(5).

(2) by will be replaced with from

know follows from when the source is recognized.

know from means to know about something

Look at the following sentences:

I came to know from her mother that she was out

of town.



5. With a fresh coat(1)/ of paint(2)/ the school can(3)/

look much nice(4)/ No error(5)

(4) Look much nice should be replaced with look very

nice. It should be noted that very is used to modify

Adjectives and Past Participles used as Adjectives

Look at the following sentences:

(I)I am very hungry. (Adjective)





DOUBLE FILLERS











MIS-SPELLED WORDS













Surprise Question of the Day





HOME WORK ANSWER

He received timely support (a)/from
his elder brother (b)/ who had been
working abroad(c)/for last year (d)/
no error (e)




